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Abstract 
The selection of effective articulatory features is an important 
component of tasks such as acoustic-to-articulator inversion and 
articulatory synthesis. Although it is common to use direct 
articulatory sensor measurements as feature variables, this 
approach . fails to incorporate important physiological 
information such as palate heigh t and shape and thus is not as 
representative of vocal tract cross section as desired. We 
introduce a set of articulator feature variables that are palate 
referenced and nonnalized with respect to the articulatory 
working space in order to improve the quality of the vocal tract 
repr~sentation . These features include nonna lized horizontal 
positions plus the nornlalized palatal height of two midsagittal 
and one lateral tongue sensor, as well as normalized lip 
separation and lip protrusion. The quality of the feature 
representation is evaluated subjectively by comparing the 
variances and vowel separation in the working space and 
quantitatively. through measurement of acoustic-to-articulator 
inversion error. Resu lts indicate that the palate-referenced 
features have reduced variance and increased separation 
between vowels spaces and substantially lower inversion error 
than direct sensor measures. 
Index Terms: articulatory features , Electromagnetic 
Ar\iculography (EM A), acoustic-to-articulatory inversion 
1. Introduction 
The use of articulatory information can be beneficial for a wide 
variety of speech tasks. Such information can improve the 
performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems by 
accounting for speech production knowledge [1-3], or increase 
the quality of synthesis algorithms [4-6]. For tasks such as 
pronunciation assessment accurate articulatory infonnation can 
help provide more detailed user feedback [7]. The goal of 
articulatory inversion is to recover articul atory trajectories from 
the acoustic signal for such purposes. One challenge for this 
task is the selection of appropriate art iculatory feature variables 
that represent articulator movements and vocal tract structure in 
a meaningful way across differing speakers and physiologies 
Often kinematic sensor positions are used directly for inversion 
methods, but this is not always the best representation. In this 
paper we investigate articulatory feature representations that 
use palate-referenced measures of vocal tract area rather than 
direct sensor positions and evaluate their perfonnance. 
The kinematic data used in this work is Electromagnetic 
Articulography (EMA) sensor measurements. The EMA 
modality is currently a popular approach to tracking articulatory 
motion due to its relative low cost and balance between spatial 
and temporal resolution. The measured trajectory consists of a 
set of position coordinates for each sensor during speech. Toda 
[8] has shown that speech spectra can be produced from EMA 
measurements by learning statistical dependencies between 
position trajectory and the corresponding speech signal, 
indicating that raw EMA measures relate to the output of the 
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speech generation process. While most work in this area has 
used sensor position data directly [9-12], this has significant 
weaknesses in tenns of usefulness for acoustic-to-articulatory 
inversion and applications. One key weakness is that 
differences in subject physiology and sensor placement cause 
abso lute sensor positions to vary significantl y across speakers. 
Even more significant, however, is the fact that raw sensor data 
does not include all relevant vocal tract information, most 
notably information about the location of the palate relative to 
the sensor. This infonnation is typically availab le, since palate 
data is typically collected along with other base line calibration 
measures as part of the EMA data collection process. 
This paper proposes the use of palate-referenced arti~u l atory 
measures as reliable and phonetically rheaningful featunis to 
characterize vocal tract shapes from EMA measurements. 
These features are evaluated through comparisons of the feature 
space across di fferent vowels any by comparing acoustic-to-
articulator inversion,accuracy. 
i. Method' 
2.1. Maeda's vocal tract model 
A model-based apptoach is ~sed ib 'e ~timate th,!"voca1 t~aCi 
configuration and identify appropriate I featUres: :· Se';"eral 
theoretical' inodels that describe 'speech: ptoduc tion procesid\ave 
been proposed [13: 15]. In' this w'ork the Maeda' iriode1 mid: 
sagittal vocal tract representation is used, 'as shown in Figure I: 
The Maeda model represents the articulatory working space 
with seven key parameters that relate to the cross-sectional 
areas of the vocal trac~, detennined from a factor analysis of x-
ray voca l tract contour data [16] . 
Figure I: Maeda 's a~ticulatory',~odel: PI jaw height, ' 
P2 tongue dorsum length, P3 tongue dorsum shope, P4 
tongue apex position, P5 lip s~paration, piS lip 
protrusion, P7 larynx height. 
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2.2. Dataset 
The Marquette EM A-MAE c.orpus [17] includes synchr.on.ous 
ac·.oustic and three-dimensi.onal kinematic data collected at 400 
Hz. Ac.oustic rec.ords were .obtained using a cardi.oid pattern 
directi.onal c.ondenser micr.oph.one p.ositi.oned approximately I 
meter fr.om participants. The c.orpus includes appr.oximately 45 
minutes .of synchr.onized ac.oustic and kinematic data f.or each 
speaker, including w.ord, sentence, and paragraph level speech 
samples. 
As sh.own in Figure 2, articulat.ory sens.ors included the jaw 
(MI) (interi.or l.ower fr.ont incis.or), l.ower lip (LL), upper lip 
(UL), t.ongue d.orsum (TD), and t.ongue tip (TT), all placed in 
the midsaggital plane. In additi.on, there were tw.o lateral 
sens.ors, .one (LC) at the right c.orner .of the m.outh t.o help 
indicate lip r.ounding and .one (L T) in the right central midp.oint 
.of the t.ongue b.ody t.o help indicate lateral t.ongue curvature. 
Figure 2: EMA-MAE sensor placement 
2.3. Proposed articulatory feature 
We have devel.oped a ge.ometric transf.ormati.on fr.om the EMA 
kinematic measurements t.o v.ocal tract (VT) parameters based 
.on an extensi.on .of the Maeda m.odel. These parameters include 
the f.oll.owing articulat.ory feature variables: 
Table l. Articulatory jeatures 
Descripti.on 
VTI T.ongue d.orsum n.ormalized h.oriz.ontal p.ositi.on 
VT2 T.ongue dorsum vertical height t.o hard palate 
VT3 T.ongue b.ody n.ormalized h.oriz.ontal p.ositi.on 
VT4 T.ongue b.ody vertical height t.o hard palate 
VT5 T.ongue apex n.ormalized h.orizontal p.ositi.on 
VT6 T.ongue apex vertical height t.o hard palate 
VT7 N.ormalized h.oriz.ontallip protrusi.on 
VT8 N.ormalized vertical lip separati.on 
We measured the distance between the center incis.ors and the 
middle p.oint .of the back m.olar fr.om each speaker's bite plate 
rec.ord. This distance is used as a n.ormalizati.on scalar when 
calculate h.oriz.ontal p.ositi.on .of the t.ongue, t.o give a better 
inf.ormati.on .of t.ongue's p.ositi.on relative t.o the wh.ole v.ocal 
tract regardless .of the difference am.ong individuals. The 
h.oriz.ontal (x-axis) variables VTI, 3, 5, and 7, are all calculated 
directly fr.om sens.or p.ositi.on divided by this n.ormalizati.on 
c.onstant. This will lead t.o impr.ovement in cr.oss-subject 
variability but n.ot variability .or inversi.on accuracy within a 
single subject. The vertical (y-axis) variables VT2, 4, and 6; 
h.owever, are c.omputed as the vertical distance between the 
sens.or p.ositi.on and the palate, representing v.ocal tract height at 
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the sens.or p.ositi.ons, including tw.o midsagittal p.ositi.ons and 
.one lateral p.ositi.on. It is hyp.othesized that these vertical 
articulat.ory variables will be significantly m.ore representative 
.of v.ocal tract height and theref.ore .of ac.oustic spectral 
characteristics b.oth within and acr.oss subjects. Lip prQtrusiQn 
VT7 is taken directly frQm the senSQr x PQsitiQn withQut any 
nQrmalizatiQn, and vertical lip separatiQn VT8 is calculated as 
VT8 = (U Ly - LLy) - (U Ly - LLy)closed position ci) 
(ULy - LLy)max 
representing lip separatiQn rescaled tQ a [0, I] wQrking space. 
2.3.1. Bite-plate correction 
AlI senSQr measures are referenced tQ an .origin at the upper 
front incisor, with the data .orientati.on referenced t.o the 
subject's head .orientati.on. In additi.on t.o this baseline physical 
n.ormalizati.on, we use a bite-plate with each subject t.o 
determine the .orientati.on .of the maxillary .occlusal plane where 
the upper and l.ower mandible meet, and apply a bite-plate 
c.orrecti.on t.o all sens.or data s.o that the planes .of the wQrking 
space are the midsagittal- plane (x-y plane) and the maxillary 
.occlusal plane (x-z plane) [18]. . 
2.3.2. Palate mesh estimation 
The EMA-MAE palatal reference data includes a trace .of the 
mid-sagittal palate line and a series .of transverse traces acr.oss 
the palate. We use the thin plate spine (TPS) meth.od [19] f.or 
estimati.on .of the palate mesh fr.om the c.ollected palatal 
reference data. This approach mathematically warps a flat thin 
metal plate tQ approximate a set .of cQntrQI PQints. The TPS 
methQd allQws c.ontrol .of the smQQthness .of the resulting mesh 
via a smQQthness parameter A , which in this wQrk we have set 
equal tQ 0.05 [20]. 
2.4. Acoustic-to-articulator inversion 
In this experiment, we implemented an HMM based inversiQn 
tQ estimate the articulatQry parameters frQm the aCQustic signal: 
The core inversiQn apprQach is similar tQ that in [21], with twQ 
parallel streams trained separately in ac.oustic and articulat.ory 
feature space. Three state left-tQ-right mo'nQ-phQne HMMs with 
.one Gaussian per state are used fQr training and testing. Twelve 
Mel-Frequency Cepstral CQefficients (MFCCs) plus energy, 
al.ong with their first and sec.ond derivatives are used fQr the 
aCQustic features. The 198 sentences frQm .one subject are 
divided intQ training (178) and testing (20) sets. TWQ sets .of 
articulatQry feature vectQrs are implemented, the first being the 
direct x and y p.ositi.on values .of the designated EMA sensors, 
and the sec.ond being the prQPQsed articulatQry features .of Table 
I, alQng with their first and sec.ond derivatives. 
2.5. Evaluation 
Several evaluatiQn metrics are used tQ CQmpare the baseline and 
prQP.osed features sets. The first is simply the variance .of the 
features, .overall and within specific vQwel cQnfiguratiQns, with 
an emphasis .on the variance in the vertical directi.on where the 
palate referencing has significant impact .on the feature 
infQrmatiQn. The secQnd is the nQrmalized RMS errQr .or the 
aCQustic-t.o-articulatQr inversiQn .output, cQmputed as 
Jk 2:(;;1 (f(Xa - y;)2 
E = -'---'----:-;-";"""7--
rms std(y) , 
(2) 
where m is the number of examples in the test set, Yi is the true 
articu latory variable value, f(xa is the inversion output, and 
std(y) is the standard deviation of the articulatory variable 
across the full test set. 
The third metric is the correlation between the actual 
articulator motion Yi and the estimated motion f(xa . 
3. Experiments and results 
3.1. Working space analysis 
Figure 3 compares the working spaces for the vowel [iy] for a 
female native English speaking subject. Focusing on the y-
dimension, it can be seen that the overall working space is 
smaller and more compressed in the proposed palate-referenced 
feature space. 
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Figure 3: Working spacefor vowel [iy] for direct sensor 
measures (upper) and proposed articulatory features 
(lower). 
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Tab le 2. Average variance in vertical sensor dimension 
within baseline and proposedfeature spaces. 
Vowel A verage variance, A verage variance, 
position features articulatory features 
ley] ±8.S% ±4% 
ruwl ±8% ±S.S% 
faa] ±12% ±6.S% 
Figure 4 compares the working spaces for three different 
vowels. It can be seen that the overlap between the vowel spaces 
is significantly reduced us ing the proposed articulatory 
variables. 
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Figure 4: Working space comparing variance and 
overlap between [ey], [uw]. and faa] for direct sensor 
measures (upper) and proposed articulatory features 
(lower) 
3.2. Acoustic-articulator inversion accuracy 
Figure 5 illustrates the measured and reconstructed time 
trajectories of raw sensor coordinates and articulatory feature in 
vertical dimension for a test utterance. 
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Figure 5: Measured (blue lines) and reconstructed (red 
lines) trajectories of the direct measures (upper) and 
articulatory features (lower), in the test sentence "The 
boy was there when the sun rose". Phone boundaries 
are shown by vertical bars. 
Table 3. RMS error and correlation coefficients 
between acoustic-to-articulator inversion estimates 
and actual trajectories. 
Erms r 
Sensor AF Sensor AF 
space space space space 
Dorsum 0.975 0.644 0.658 0.718 
Body 1.052 0.715 0.620 0.729 
Tip 0.862 0.617 0.603 0.786 
Lips 0.887 0.678 0.592 0.736 
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Results indicate that the normalized EMS error is smaller and 
the correlation coefficient is higher for articulatory features 
compared to raw movement data under the same inversion 
system, suggesting that the proposed palate-referenced features 
are better choices for representing the vocal tract configuration. 
4. Discussion 
The results in Figure 3 and Table 2 show that the vertical 
variance is significantly reduced in the palate-reference feature 
space, and Figure 4 clearly shows that the proposed features 
have significantly less overlap between the working space, 
strongly suggesting that the new features have better 
discriminatory representations than direct kinematic data. This 
directly influences the performance ofHMM based acoust ic-to-
articulatory inversion due to increased separation between the 
observation distributions of different models, as shown by the 
decreased inversion error and increased correlation to actual 
feature trajectories. From the inversion results Table 3, the 
average decrease in RMS error for the vertical dimension is 
29% and the increase in correlation is 20%. This improvement 
implies that the proposed feature is more capable in 
characterizing vocal tract shapes than the direct measure. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper introduces a set of palate-referenced articulatory 
features to characterize vocal tract shapes from EMA 
measurements, and compares the working space and acoustic-
to-articulator inversion accuracy of these new features to that of 
direct sensor data. Analysis show that the variance of the palate-
referenced features is reduced, and even more importantly that 
the overlap of the vowel spaces characterized by these features 
is also significantly reduced. The resulting acoustic-to-
articulator error is decreased by 29%, while correlation between 
the estimated and actual feature trajectories increased by 20%. 
Overall, these results strongly support the hypothesis that 
palate-referenced articulatory features are significantly more 
representative of vocal tract structure and acoustic spectral 
characteristics than direct sensor measures. 
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